Head’s Weekly Newsletter
Issue 3, 20 September 2019

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends
Welcome to today’s issue of the Head’s Weekly Newsletter.
We are ending our third week of term with the sun shining brightly and some serious successes
to report, too. I hope you enjoy reading all about the things that our students and staff have
been up to!
I apologise in advance for the length of this issue; we have included within it an entire
electronic version of the Digital Magazine for the adults supporting children and young people
through the wonderful world of online reality. Whilst we are keen advocates of digitalisation
and we embrace all of the opportunities provided to us by the cyber developments, it is only
prudent to also recognise that we, the grown ups, are, on the whole (with some techie
exceptions!) – dinosaurs…. With that in mind, any tips for keeping an eye on our offsprings’
online life can only be a good thing. In the future, we will send hard copies, if we manage to
obtain them and links to the online version which you will be able to access at your leisure.
Any concerns regarding children’s online lives should be directed to our Head of Care and
Safeguarding who will assist or signpost, as required.
Speaking of getting to know our children better; week 3 provided us with some discoveries:
-

We discovered talents we did not know existed
We discovered challenges we underestimated
We discovered new ways of doing things
We discovered support where we thought there was none.

We certainly are getting to see the true colours of all of the students – and they, in turn, get to
know us, the staff.
Whilst this process of learning journey has been positive for most, we also had some tears
and some tricky situations to contend with.
I wish to reiterate – for all the students, their families and on behalf of the entire team:
Abbot’s Lea School is different. We really never give up on ourselves or others.
Thank you for your ongoing support and remember – tomorrow is always another day!

Kind regards
Mrs A. Hildrey
Headteacher

Head Boy & Head Girl 2019-20
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

I am delighted to write to you to confirm the appointment of the Head Boy and Head Girl for
the academic year 2019-20.
Congratulations to Joseph and Megan – our young leaders! I look forward to working with you
in the coming months to make our school the best place to be!
I also wish to thank all of the applicants for the positions this year – we had a record numbers
applying and the standard was wonderfully high!

Head Boy: Joseph Davidson

Head Girl: Megan Hall
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ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-20
Term 1
Staff training day:

Students return:
Term ends on:
October Holiday:

Monday 2 September 2019 – school closed to students
Tuesday 3 September 2019 – school closed to students
Wednesday 4 September 2019 – school closed to students
Thursday, 5 September 2019
Friday 25 October 2019
Monday 28 October 2017 to Friday 1 November 2019

Term 2
Term starts on:
Term ends on:
Christmas Holiday:

Monday 4 November 2019
Friday 20 December 2019 - finishing at 1:30pm
Monday 23 December 2019 to Friday 3 January 2020

Term 3
Students arrive on:
Term ends on:
February Holiday:
Term 4
Term starts on:
Term ends on:
Spring Holiday:
Bank holidays:

Monday 6 January 2020
Friday 14 February 2020
Monday 17 February 2020 to Friday 21 February 2020
Monday 24 February 2020
Friday 3 April 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm
Monday 6 April 2020 to Friday 17 April 2020
Friday, 10 April 2020 – Good Friday
Monday, 13 April 2020 – Easter Monday

Term 5
Students arrive on:
Bank holiday:
Term ends on:
May Holiday:

Monday, 20 April 2020
4 May 2020 – Early Bank Holiday Monday
Friday 22 May 2020
Monday 25 May 2020 (Bank Holiday) to Friday 29 May 2020

Term 6
Term starts on:
Official leaving date:
Staff Transition INSET:
Transition Week:
Students’ last day:
Staff training day:
Term ends on:

Monday 1 June 2020
Friday 26 June 2020*
Friday 10 July 2020 – school closed to students
Monday 13 July-Friday 17 July 2020**
Friday 17 July 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm
Monday 20 July – school closed to students
Monday 20 July 2020

*Friday 26 June 2020 is an official leaving date for the students in Year 11 as well as
those in Key Stage Five who are finishing their education at ALS that summer.
** Transition Week is a period of time during which the students will be taught in their
next year’s classes – this is to support smooth transition into ALS, into a new
Department, Key Stage or a new class.
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GOVERNING BODY
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

CALL TO ACTION
Some of you may recall last year’s consultation on the possible changes
to our Admissions Policy, affecting in particular admission arrangements
to our Key Stage 5 provision.
As a result of the many unanswered questions at the end of the opinion
gathering exercise, the Governing Body has decided to extend our
enquiries to further consultation with the students, families, staff and the
commissioning local authorities.
This piece of work is tabled for the September – December 2019 period
of time.
I am therefore writing to ask that anyone wishing to contribute to the
collation of the various stakeholders’ views contacts Kim Adair, my PA to
put your name forward.
I hope that we will have a small group formed before the end of this half
term so that we can coordinate view-seeking efforts in November and
collate them before the end of the calendar year.
To reassure everyone and reiterate previous communication: our school
is a school maintained by the local authority. As such, we may not change
our admissions policy or criteria ourselves. This therefore is an informal,
rather than a formal consultation and as such, it is an exploration of
various scenarios related to the intake of students.
Please contact Kim Adair if you wish to join the working group:
kim.adair@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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THE ISABELLA TRUST
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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THE SOUTH LIVERPOOL FOOD BANK
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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Invitation to Students of the Primary Department
Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’
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Deputy Headteacher
Mr McVerry, Deputy Headteacher
E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

It has again been a really busy week in school and it is great to see our students starting to
settle back into their routine of school after their summer break, for all of us it takes a little time
to get back into the swing of things, but it becomes routine again very, very quickly.
For me this week, I had the opportunity to meet with employers and colleagues who are driven
by employment opportunities for students who are disadvantaged by society. Everyone
around the table was committed to changing the stereotypes around our highly skilled young
people and breaking down the barriers that are constantly put in place by certain groups and
people who believe in a mainstream society. I myself am a firm believer that this does not
exist, there is no 'normal' there is no 'mainstream'.
We live by past generations and the views and opinions that are passed down, yet there are
people who want that to change and this group, The National SEND Employability Forum are
lobbying agencies and Government to make this happen. I am proud to be part of it and I was
proud to share of our success. One being that our Supported Internships has grown in size
over the past year, but also that of the students who could have left and chosen a different
route to staying in Key Stage 5, 66% of them chose the Internships.
I had the opportunity to visit one of our current interns down at Speke Hall yesterday, it was
great to see the passion he has shown and the drive to make it a success. I want to thank all
of our employers for their commitment and belief in what we are doing. I spent time with Ms
Caddick this week, looking at how we can diversify our Key Stage 5 offer and we have some
exciting plans in the pipeline, we just need to firm them up, it will only further enhance our
offer.
My assemblies this week, again focused on aspect of life, in primary I read the book ' Our
Journey Home', it is a book about conservation, but also about the true value of friendship,
I am really enjoying sharing these stories and linking them to our Golden Rules. In secondary
I led with the theme of change and how it can be hard to change, but it being a natural part of
life and that we can all struggle with it from time to time.
We also announced to the whole school the appointments of our Head Boy and Head Girl.
Congratulations to Joseph Davidson and Megan Hall on their appointments, I know you will
be great ambassadors for our school and I look forward to working with you on the projects
over the coming year.
Have a great weekend.
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Care and Safeguarding
Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safeguarding
E: Alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

As a regular reader of the Education section of newspapers, I am often dismayed by what I
read and am quite used to feeling a mixture of disbelief and sadness at the end of an article.
Every so often, however, my reaction surges past disbelief and straight into shock and anger.
I found myself in such a situation a couple of weeks ago when I came across the headline:
‘Sunderland school suspended more than half its pupils in a year’. Just take a moment to
process that headline. A school is apparently so ill equipped to support their students that they
simply remove the problem rather than identify a more inclusive approach. Closer inspection
of the article will tell you the school recorded the highest recorded fixed-term exclusion rate in
the 2017-2018 academic year, handing at least one fixed term exclusion to 254 pupils - just
over half the total attending the school. It gets worse; forty-one schools excluded more than
one in five pupils, or roughly 10 times the national rate of 2.3% and two academy chains
dominated that list with nine and seven of their schools featuring respectively.
Such statistics are truly shocking but I am actually more interested in why no-one seems to
be noticing that excluding their pupils is simply not working. If exclusions are going up, their
effectiveness is clearly going down so why keep doing it? A few days after the article was
published, I noticed a job advert placed by an Academy Trust for a ‘Consequences Manager’.
I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. On inspection, one of the ‘main duties’ of the role was
to ‘coordinate exclusions’ and ‘provide administrative support to the Deep Support team’ which
rather sounds like an undercover police unit rather than a department within a school. The job
specification was also worrying as it identified ‘efficient and effective organisational skills’ as
‘essential’ but ‘understanding of safeguarding procedures’ only ‘desirable’. Imagine having a
job where the very purpose of your existence is to punish and who would be attracted to such
a role? Needless to say, I will not be seeking employment in that particular Academy Trust
anytime soon.
Raising standards is important, I doubt anyone would argue with that. Teaching children and
young people ‘right from wrong’ is, of course, essential. The use of a ‘zero tolerance’ approach
to achieving this is not just questionable it is fundamentally wrong, particularly when you
consider the clear evidence that pupils from poor backgrounds, Black and Minority Ethnic
groups and SEND are disproportionately represented in exclusion data.
Education is the most powerful tool we have to support our pupils to become the best version
of themselves possible. It is also a basic human right for all children to receive a good
education. Excluding pupils from school to ‘teach them a lesson’ is simply perverse and it is
not ‘teaching’ in any understanding I have of that word. It will be interesting to see if more
schools adopt the holistic behaviour support model of ‘Positive Psychology’ embedded
throughout Abbot’s Lea School. One thing’s for sure; I’m completely confident that our
approach will meet the needs of all pupils, will ensure attendance is not impacted by school
exclusions and will create an environment where everyone feels happy, healthy and safe
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Autism Research and Development
Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development
E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week I would like to draw families attention to something that I believe has been shared
in a previous newsletter, but continues to be available for Merseyside families seeking funding
for specialised equipment.
The Steve Morgan Foundation has supported Abbot’s Lea School previously, granting us with
a new minibus which has allowed more students to access our community and a greater
number of lessons to take place outdoors.
The Steve Morgan Foundation also funds specialised equipment for families of children who
may benefit from their own sensory room at home or personal communication aid.
Please take a look at The Steve Morgan Foundation website to view more details regarding
the Enable Grant, including other examples of funding provided:
https://stevemorganfoundation.org.uk/how-to-apply/enable-funding/
I am also extremely pleased to say that the Primary and Secondary Girls’ Club for this year
will be starting from next week. Primary girls will meet each Tuesday 9 – 9:40, and Secondary
girls will meet each Wednesday at the same time.
We have an exciting programme planned for both clubs, where we will be inviting external
women speakers (including social entrepreneurs and leaders) to deliver a range of sessions
that will hopefully inspire and empower our own female students. As we saw last year, these
clubs also provide girls with an incredible opportunity to connect with each other over topics
that are specific to them.
I hope everyone has a great weekend!
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School Business Support
Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR
E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Late this week I found out that Monday was National Teaching Assistant's Day – too late for
a celebration but it's in the diary for next year! I would like to say a big thank you and you are
awesome to all of our Teaching Assistants, including Higher Level Teaching Assistants.
A big well done to all our students for their calm and quick evacuation of the buildings on
Thursday when we had a fire alarm drill. Everyone was out in under 2 minutes and quickly got
into class lines ready for their register. Well done everyone!
Next week, non-class based staff at school are trialling a new initiative we are calling
"Wellbeing Wednesday" where we briefly get together on Wednesday morning and
emotionally check in with each other and provide support and motivation for the coming week.
Each week a volunteer will share a motivational or positivity quote which gives us a chance to
have a mid-week emotional check in and boost morale.
Hope everyone manages to have an amazing weekend and makes the most of the weather.

Mr Andrew Cocklin, Head of Finance and Operations
E: andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

We had our first fire drill of the new academic year on Thursday. Once again our students
dealt with it in an exceptional manner. All three buildings were cleared within 90 seconds and
all students evacuated in a calm and sensible manner.
It is hugely reassuring to see how well they all cope with a fire drill, and the calm and reassuring
staff group all helped to make it another perfect test. Well done to them all.
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Job Coach
Ms Claire Caddick, Job Coach
E: Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week started very positively, with our first Fire cadets session for the first ever SEND fire
cadet unit in the country being ran from Abbot's Lea School! Our unit is made up of 12
students across key stages 3 to 5 with a healthy mix of male and female students. They all
looked amazing in their uniforms and are looking forward to starting their cadet curriculum
next Monday. A huge thank you to staff who supported and have committed to support the fire
cadet unit each week for the rest of the academic year.
The interns are making great progress with their host employers, and towards the end of this
week every single intern has been travelling 100% of their journey to work and home
independently. This is a huge relief, and Miss Ferretti is delighted as she has been completing
over 12km walking each day to support her interns with bus stop pick-ups and walking
between employers!
On Wednesday, the Interns visited Liverpool ONE on their study day for a hidden careers talk
from the education department. We learnt all about the variety of jobs and roles in one of the
largest retail and hospitality outlets in the North West. Next week we look forward to a trip to
Fleetwood to visit a large social housing project and some of the communities that they
support. As you know, some of the interns are working for a housing provider and are really
interested in careers in housing and subsequently the projects that they are involved in.
I have mostly spent my time up at Speke Hall and gardens this week, with a student on
placement. I must admit, gardening is not a strength of mine! I have been cold and wet and
like Miss Ferretti walking several miles each day waving my phone in the air to try and find a
spot to get a signal to check my emails! I am currently writing this in the middle of a field with
very wet socks and shoes craving a cream scone from the cafe for my lunch!
Friday, I met with the Careers Enterprise Hub to start to devise a plan to record and capture
all of our employability and careers efforts over the last year. There has been quite a lot!

Have a great weekend
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Key Stage News and Updates

Early Years and Key Stage 1
Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Ireland Class
This week we have been reading Cinderella and getting ready for the Ball. We have been
following the routine of the day and doing our best to listen to instructions. We have joined in
with lots of turn taking games like bowling, throwing and catching and using the animal puppets
for song time.
Have a lovely weekend.
Wales Class
Wales class have had a wonderful week. We have been learning about numbers and where
they are placed on a number line. In English, we have been practicing recognising sounds and
words in our reading books and practicing our beautiful writing. In Geography we have been
learning all about our local area, and this week we focussed on the bakery. We turned our
classroom into the Wales Bakery and all donned our baker’s hats! We learnt about what
happens inside a bakery and even made our own bread, learning some fantastic ‘doing words’
as we followed our recipe. Our bread tasted delicious! In our music lesson this week we learnt
‘Pat-a-cake’ and ‘10 little buns’ and learnt how to follow the beat. We explored musical
instruments and how to play them with the rhythm. Have a lovely weekend everyone.

Key Stage 2
Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Key Stage 2 have had a fabulous week reading alternate versions of Cinderella. On Tuesday
24 September we will host a Primary Curriculum Enrichment Day where the students will
become immersed in The Royal Ball - a fantastic writing stimuli! Students are invited to come
into school that day dressed in Fun Formal clothes .... Prince and Princesses very welcome!
Have a great weekend… Mrs Walker 🙂
Portugal Class
It has been a great week in Portugal Class! We have been learning about our senses in
Science and tried lots of exciting activities - including tasting lemon.
We have also been looking at the story of Cinderella and an alternative version - Prince
Cinders! We have had lots of fun!
We are looking forward to our Cinderella's ball on Tuesday!
Have a great weekend!
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USA Class
A busy week in USA. As well as investigating nutrients in Science and Place Value in maths this week was the first week of Golf for the new school year! The sun shone as the class
enjoyed developing this skill and listened very carefully to the instructions of the Golf
Professional Mr Crowder. Watch out for post as in English the class have written their own
invitation to The Royal Ball and posted it to their home address! Well done, Mrs. Walker 🙂
France Class
Another busy, fun week in class France! In English we have enjoyed looking at the
Traditional Tale of Cinderella, writing our own invitations in preparation for our Primary Ball
on Tuesday! For Math the pupils have all worked hard continuing their work on representing
numbers. In Geography the pupils have enjoyed looking at a range of different maps and
locating the school and other local landmarks on them. For Art this week we have created
our own Masquerade masks for our Cinderella theme. Keep up the good work France class!
Italy Class
This week Italy class have been reading the story Cinderella. We have discussed the
characters and written a description about them. In one of our lessons we wrote an invitation
to Cinderella's ball. In Maths we have been finding out about number. We ordered numbers
using the vocabulary most and least. In PE we played ball games and in Science we discussed
our 5 senses. We found out about caring for each other in RE and in Geography we recognised
our local area. Another lovely week for Italy class.
Spain Class
The students in Spain class have had an excellent week. They have enjoyed listening to,
sequencing and describing characters from alternative versions of the traditional tale of
Cinderella. In mathematics, the students have been working hard at representing numbers
using practical resources and understanding the vocabulary of more than and less than. The
students have been working hard to create decorations for our Curriculum Enhancement Day
next week and made a lovely autumn collage in their art lesson.
A huge well done to all the students this week for completing their English and mathematics
homework!! Every student in the class completed both pieces of homework and returned them
on Monday morning. They were all rewarded with extra Class Dojo points. Keep up the good
work everyone!!
Canada Class
This week in Canada class we read an alternative version of Cinderella called Prince Cinders.
We then looked at the similarities and differences between the original version and this really
funny version. We then looked at different types of invitations, and using this we wrote our
own to each other inviting us to the Cinderella Ball. This term during P.E we will be doing Judo,
we had our first session on Monday. We put on a Judo Jacket, which is made from thick cotton
and ‘Dan’ the instructor showed us some moves. We then practiced these moves on each
other, we really enjoyed it! We have food tech this term and made Pizza, we got to choose
our favourite toppings and add them on to our Pizza bases.
Brazil Class
During this week in Brazil Class we have had our first judo lesson which the children thoroughly
enjoyed. We have looked at the traditional story, Cinderella and the alternative version, Prince
Cinders. We have looked at the similarities and differences between both stories. We have
also looked at place value in maths. During our art lesson we looked at different Autumn
paintings and created our own sketch and painting. We have had a great and busy week in
Class Brazil and are looking forward to the next.
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Key Stage 3
Key Stage Leader: Mr Mason
Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Malawi Class
This week in Malawi, we have had another very productive week.
In Food Tech, we made biscuits in the shape of our initials! We measured out the flour, sugar,
butter and vanilla, then even separated egg yolks from whites and mixed them all together
before rolling it and cutting out the letters. Everyone enjoyed making them almost as much as
eating them!
Following our learning about the story of creation in Christianity, we learnt this week about the
story of creation according to Islam. The students enjoyed noting the differences between the
two and hearing how in the Quran, Allah made man out of different types of earth, then blew
life and power into them. Fascinating!
We're also getting excited for the Rugby World Cup, starting at the end of this week. Each
student in the class will have a team and will follow their progress throughout the tournament
in Japan!
Have a great weekend!
Cape Verde Class
Cape Verde have worked really well this week. We enjoyed celebrating Roald Dahl day last
Friday and then we have continued looking at different authors. In computing we learnt how
to make a power-point and copy and paste pictures. In Maths we have been working on our
numbers. This week we learnt all about what schools were like in the Victorian times and how
they are very different now. Cape Verde class would not like to have the punishments they
had back then. An excellent week of great learning.
Madagascar Class
It has been a good week for Class Madagascar. The students enjoyed learning to count to 20
in French and write the numbers as well. In English they have written a continuation of a story
based around a beginning where a dragon being is found in a closet. Then in Life Skills the
students enjoyed making cottage pie using skills such a peeling, cutting and frying meat and
vegetables.
Kenya Class
A brilliant week for Kenya class! We have followed our new topic, 'our stories' with a focus on
famous authors. We have continued with the book 'James and the Giant Peach' in English
and we have written a short story of what we would do if we had some magic beans. In Life
Skills, we looked at our responsibilities at school. We went for a walk in the school's forest
area to look for different types of invertebrates for Science. We started to develop our skills in
bench ball in PE and we also went for a walk around Sefton Park to explore the natural habitat.
Kenya class have enjoyed their lessons and have collected some great pieces of information.
A very productive and enjoyable week!
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Botswana Class
Another great week for Botswana. We have begun reading "The boy in the striped pyjamas"
and using that as a stimulus for our English work. In Maths we have been looking at
multiplication grids and in science we have looked at dissolving different materials. We have
also learned how to ask for fruit and vegetables in French!
Seychelles Class
This week in Seychelles we have explored different strategies to help us with calculations. In
English we are reading The Midnight Gang and have been focusing on comprehension,
typography and rhyming. We have learned about changes of states of matter in Science and
have looked at the Battle of Britain in History. In Geography we have studied the UK and
practised how to use an atlas to locate significant places on a map. In Art we have focused on
the illustrations of Quentin Blake. During our Food technology lesson we made puff pastry jam
tarts which went down a treat!
Peru Class
Wow another fantastic week in Peru! We have loved learning about solids and liquids again
this week and we all made our own slime. In Geography we have made our own postcards
and we are beginning to learn our own addresses. In Maths we have learnt about simple
division as being the opposite of multiplication and another group have being to learn
number bonds. In English we have invented our own characters and have looked in more
detail at the characters in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. In Food Tech we made Rocky
road cakes and in Life Skills we learnt about where money comes from. We all really
enjoyed History where we looked at and played with Victorian toys. We especially liked the
Zoetrope!! In RE we have looked at the story of Noah's Ark and have played with a wooden
ark. In French we have learnt simple greeting and have enjoyed eating some french food.
We have also used a microphone this week to hear our voices and we have worked hard on
our phonics. We have had a really busy week.
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Key Stage 4
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas
Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Samoa Class
In English we have been reading Frankenstein. We answered comprehension questions on
chapter five and used our five senses to complete a descriptive piece of writing about when
the monster woke up.
In maths, we completed an assessment on long addition and subtraction and everyone
achieved above 80%! Congrats Samoa!
In art, we made a Quentin Blake collage.
In Science we did a mini white board quiz to learn about animal and plant cells. Miss Loughran
had some very funny noises on her PowerPoint – Homer went ‘doh!’ if we made a mistake!
We did PE and all got very worn out doing circuit training! My legs were aching!
In mindfulness we did qi gong. We all felt very relaxed after!
We made Bolognese in food tech and did lots of chopping. Also, some of us got to access the
sensory room.
Have a great weekend!
By Mya 
Australia Class
This week we continued with the work of Hans Christian Andersen in English, we read the
story of 'The Snow Queen' and did some excellent work around the main characters and
discussed how we would describe them. The students came up with some wonderful words
and really got into what the characters were like.
In citizenship this week, we had an in-depth debate all about rules and the law. It really made
the students think about how different rules in society impact our daily lives and it was hard to
decide between what was a rule and what was a law.
Also, in food technology we talked about and wrote down who would be our dream dinner
party guests, students thought of lots of interesting people including; Elton John, Michael
Jackson, Grandparents and Will Smith- it sounded like a really fun dinner party!
Papua New Guinea Class
This week in PNG we have continued reading Alice in Wonderland, we have discussed key
characters and created a piece of artwork inspired by the characters.
In Maths we continued learning about number sequences and created some of our own. In
history we have been learning about the gruesome punishments that people would endure.
We also learned about some ‘crimes’ people would be punished for such as being drunk and
allowing your livestock to eat on another farmers land!
Cuppa New Guinea was another success we have some exciting additions to our menu
coming soon!
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Key Stage 5
Leaders: Mr McVerry and Miss Caddick
Anthony.McVerry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Christmas Island Class
Hello, I'm James Edmonds and I'm writing for Christmas Island this week.
This week we have been working on our Maths and English. We have had 2 trips out this
week. First we went to Strawberry fields and Tesco. Strawberry fields was very nice and we
are looking forward to going back to use our money maths skills in the cafe. While in Tesco I
used my money maths skills and got my mum and sister some donuts. We then went to the
gym and swimming in Wavertree. We all worked hard and then enjoyed a walk to
Calderstones Park. We saw the new Calderstones museum. Me and all my class friends
have had a good week and we are looking forward to another busy week next week.
From James.
New Zealand Class
We have had a very good week in New Zealand.
We have learnt about jobs, doing employability and visiting Greenbank College to see what
courses were on offer for us.
We also learnt about negative numbers in Maths, decimals and we did place value.
We have been reading Ratburger by David Walliams in English, discussing the story.
We also planned a holiday for Miss Boyle and her friend on SkyScanner in ICT.
I was so pleased to become Head Boy. I am proud to be representing Abbots Lea School.
By Joe Davidson.
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Photographs Week 3
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Students of the Week 3
EYFS/Key Stage One
Ireland

Alfie Parle

Wales

Riley Potter
Key Stage Two

Portugal

Charlie Waddington

USA

Sonny Wrigley

Brazil

Ethan Holmes

France

Joshua Iyen

Canada

Anthony Woodward

Spain

Khaya Masilela

Italy

Oliver Jones
Key Stage Three

Madagascar

Alfie Taylor

Seychelles

Githan Karnikeyanathan

Cape Verde

Cyrus McAlpine

Botswana

Nick Panagopolous

Mozambique

Lucas Duffy

Malawi

Scott Taylor

Kenya

Matthew Goudie

Peru

Abbie Newman
Key Stage Four

Australia

Spencer Sandison

Papua New Guinea

Jack Evans

Samoa

Louise Murphy

Fiji

Tommy Orisle
Key Stage Five

New Zealand

Joe Davidson

Tasmania

Connor Fairbairn

Christmas Island

Adam McEvoy
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